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Water-lutidine mixtures permit the interparticle potentials of colloidal particles suspended therein 

to be tuned, in situ, from repulsive to attractive.  We employ these systems to directly elucidate the 

effects of interparticle potential on glass dynamics in experimental samples composed of the same 

particles at the same packing fractions.  Cooperative rearrangement regions (CRRs) and heterogeneous 

dynamics are observed in both types of glasses.  Compared to repulsive glasses, the attractive glass 

dynamics are found to be heterogeneous over a wider range of time and length scales, and its CRRs 

involve more particles.  Additionally, the CRRs are observed to be string-like structures in repulsive 

glasses and compact structures in attractive glasses.  Thus, the experiments demonstrate explicitly that 

glassy dynamics depend on the sign of the interparticle interaction.  

PACS numbers: 64.70.pv, 61.43.Fs, 64.70.kj, 82.70.Dd 

 
When the temperature of a glass-forming liquid is rapidly lowered, its viscosity and relaxation 

times diverge due to emerging domains of particles that rearrange in a correlated manner [1].  The size 

and shape of these spatially clustered cooperative rearrangement regions (CRRs) are closely related to 
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the macroscopic properties of glasses [2, 3].  In fact, the presence of CRRs across a wide swath of 

disordered molecular and particulate matter has led scientists to search for universal explanations of 

glass formation [4-7].  Many properties of glasses, however, are predicted to depend on the details of 

constituent interparticle potentials [8].  For example, while repulsive colloidal glasses form when the 

packing fraction of repulsively interacting particles is made sufficiently large, the addition of even a 

small short-range attraction to particle potential in a repulsive glass can lead to the formation of so-

called attractive glasses, which exhibit many new properties [9].  Exploration of the similarities and 

differences between glasses composed of particles with attractive versus repulsive interactions holds 

promise to elucidate universal aspects of the glass transition and could lead to development of new 

methods for manipulating properties of glassy materials [8, 9].  Unfortunately, controlled experiments 

that isolate the effects of interparticle interaction on glassy dynamics are rare.  Even in simple attractive 

glasses formed by adding macromolecular depletants to dense suspensions of hard-sphere-like colloidal 

particles [9], for example, the addition of depletants increases background viscosity, damps particle 

motion, and can introduce new hydrodynamics, making direct comparisons between attractive and 

repulsive glasses difficult.  

In this letter, we utilize a novel colloidal glass whose interparticle potential can be tuned in situ 

from short-range repulsive (producing a repulsive glass) to short-range attractive (producing an 

attractive glass), while other parameters such as background suspension viscosity, particle packing 

fraction, and particle type are held constant.  The dynamical and structural behaviors of the resulting 

colloidal glasses are investigated by video microscopy with single-particle resolution.  The experiments 

in both attractive and repulsive glasses indicate that structural rearrangements occur via the cooperative 

motion of spatially clustered particles, i.e., via cooperative rearrangement regions (CRRs), a hallmark of 

dynamic heterogeneity [1, 3, 10].  Particles in attractive glasses, however, form long-lived bonds with 
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their neighbors and exhibit particle dynamics slower than those in repulsive glasses.  Interestingly, our 

observations suggest the number of particles involved in cooperative rearrangements is larger in 

attractive glasses compared to repulsive glasses, the CRRs occur over a wider range of time and length 

scales in attractive glasses compared to repulsive glasses, and the CRRs form string-like structures in 

repulsive glasses and compact cluster-like structures in attractive glasses. 

The glass samples consisted of a binary mixture (4:1 by number) of polystyrene spheres (nominal 

diameters �S = 1.4 μm and �L = 1.6 μm, Duke Scientific) to prevent crystallization [11].  The particles 

were suspended in a water/lutidine mixture (WL) near its critical composition (lutidine weight fraction 

cL= 0.25) and confined to a quasi-2D chamber between two glass coverslips (Fisher) with a spacing of 

~(1.1 ± 0.05)�L.  The chamber walls were treated with sodium hydroxide so that the particlewall 

interaction was repulsive in the temperature range investigated [12].  The area fraction of the sample is 

calculated as,
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 where nL (nS) is the number of large (small) particles in 

the field of view, and AT is total area of the field of view.  The area fraction is tuned to 0.84, slightly 

below the area fraction expected for the jamming transition [13].  Video microscopy was used to 

collect image data for ~104 seconds at a rate of 3 frames per second using a CCD camera (Sony).  The 

field of view was 60 �m by 80 �m and contained approximately 3000 particles.  

Colloidal particles in near-critical WL mixtures experience temperature-dependent, fluid-mediated 

attraction [14]. Fig. 1a shows a schematic of the WL phase diagram and experimental microscope 

images at two temperatures.  Notice the particles are well dispersed at 300.15 K; at this temperature the 

particle interaction potentials are repulsive and hard-sphere-like.  Increasing the temperature to 306.45 

K with a microscope objective heater (Bioptechs), converts these short-range repulsions into short-

range interparticle attractions, in situ, and the particles aggregate.  We calculate the interparticle 
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potentials from experimentally determined pair correlation functions, measured in the dilute 

concentration regime using liquid structure theory [15].  In the present study, the depth of the attractive 

well is ~3.1kBT (Fig. 1b), similar to that reported in recent investigations of attractive particle clusters 

in WL mixtures [16].  The particle interaction was observed to switch in an almost binary fashion from 

repulsive to attractive with temperature; i.e., the interaction transition region of the WL mixtures was 

sharp compared to our temperature resolution of 0.1 K.  

Both repulsive and attractive samples exhibit classic features of dynamical arrest associated with 

glass formation [3-7].  For example, the particle mean-square displacement (MSD) for both glass types 

develops a plateau initially, as particles explore “cages” created by their neighbors, and then at long 

times, the MSD grows again as cages rearrange [3, 4] (Fig. 1c).  Notice that for any given lag-time, �t, 

the MSD of the attractive glass is smaller than that of the repulsive glass.  It has been speculated that 

the slower dynamics of attractive glasses are due to long-lived nearest neighbor bonds [8, 9].  This 

conjecture, however, has not been directly tested in real space colloidal experiments.  To this end, we 

calculate the persistent bond parameter, B(�t) [17]. B(�t) represents the fraction of nearest neighbor 

bonds at time t, identified by Delaunay triangulation, that remain unbroken across the interval t → t + 

�t (Fig. 1d).  We see that bonds in attractive glasses are longer-lived than their repulsive glass 

counterparts. The long lifetime of nearest neighbor bonds in attractive glasses impedes rearrangement 

and slows particle dynamics, leading to smaller MSDs. 

In our experiments, the area fraction and the static structure (e.g., the particle pair correlation 

function) of the samples do not change within measurement accuracy when the interparticle potential 

switches from repulsive to attractive (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S1).  To quantify dynamic 

heterogeneity in attractive and repulsive glasses, the four-point susceptibility, �4, is calculated as 
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follows [5, 6, 17, 18].  First, the two-time self-correlation function, ( )
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computed; here a is a pre-selected length scale to be probed, 2
irΔ is the mean squared displacement of 

particle i in time �t, and N is the total number of particles in the sample viewing area.  The four-point 

susceptibility quantifies the temporal fluctuations of Q2 through its variance, i.e.,
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, , ,a t N Q a t Q a tχ Δ = Δ − Δ , the brackets indicate time average.  The four-point 

susceptibility, in turn, characterizes the temporal variance of particle dynamics and is directly related to 

the number of particles which participate in a correlated rearrangement [17].  Here we investigate the 

four-point susceptibility as a function of both probing length scale, a, and time scale, �t, (Fig. 2 insets) 

[5, 6, 18]. 

The susceptibilities are qualitatively and quantitatively different for the two types of glasses.  For 

the repulsive glass (Fig. 2, inset (a)), the maximum value of �4 is ~ 20, whereas for the attractive glass 

(Fig. 2, inset (b)) this maximum is ~ 80.  This observation implies that the number of particles 

participating in the primary cooperative rearrangements (i.e., the number of particles participating in 

cooperative rearrangements at the “maximum” length- and time-scale) is about four times larger in 

glasses composed of attractive particles than in glasses composed of repulsive particles.  For the 

attractive glass, �4 is large for a wide range of length-scales (a) and lag-times (�t). Conversely, for the 

repulsive glass, �4 is only large for a relatively narrow range of a and �t.  In other words, attractive 

glass dynamics are heterogeneous over broader time and length scales than repulsive glass dynamics.  

If we focus on the length scales that maximize �4 [5, 6, 17, 18], then the four-point susceptibility 

displays a peaked behavior in both repulsive and attractive glasses (Fig. 2, main plot).  The peak lag-

times indicate the timescales over which dynamics are the most heterogeneous, and the peak heights 
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indicate the spatial extent of these heterogeneities.  Notice, the maximum value of �4 becomes larger 

and shifts towards longer lag-times when attraction is present. 

To further quantify the size and shape of dynamic heterogeneities, we analyzed the spatial 

distribution of particles participating in cooperative rearrangements.  Following previous studies [4], a 

cooperative rearranging region (CRR) represents a group of highly mobile particles that are nearest-

neighbours. Nearest-neighbour pairings are identified using Delauney triangulation.  Particles with the 

10% largest displacements over a given lag-time, �t, are defined as mobile. �t is set to the same lag-

time that maximizes �4, i.e., the lag-time over which dynamics are most heterogeneous [5, 6, 17, 18].  

Fig. 3 shows two snapshots of repulsive and attractive glasses, wherein “fast moving” or “mobile” 

particles are depicted as large red spheres with arrows indicating their direction of motion; all other 

particles are shown as small black dots.  In the repulsive glasses, the CRRs are string-like, consistent 

with results from theory/simulation [1-3, 10] and experiment [4-7].  Interestingly, CRRs in attractive 

glasses form more compact structures than those of the repulsive glass. (See the Supplementary 

Information, Fig. S2, for more snapshots.) 

To quantify the morphology of CRRs, we determined the average number of nearest neighbors, 

NN, in the CRRs (Fig. 4a). Particles in CRRs of repulsive glasses have an average (± standard 

deviation) of 2.5 ± 1.0 neighbors, reflecting their string-like structure.  Particles in CRRs of attractive 

glasses have an average of 4.4 ± 1.2 neighbors, reflecting a more compact structure.  This difference in 

morphology is also reflected by the fractal dimension of the CRRs.  To extract an estimate of this 

fractal dimension, the number of particles (Np) participating in a CRR is plotted as a function of the 

radius of gyration (Rg) of the CRR, for many independent rearrangement events (see Supplementary 

Information, Fig. S3).  For both types of glasses, Np exhibits a power law dependence with Rg (Fig. 4b), 
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i.e., ~ fd
p gN R , where df is the fractal dimension [4, 19]. Note, df ≅ 1 for a string-like structure, and df ≅ 

2 for a compact structure.  In the attractive glasses, df = 1.98 ± 0.11, implying that the CRRs occur in 

compact cluster-like regions.  Conversely, in repulsive glasses df = 1.49 ± 0.18, implying CRRs occur 

in relatively more string-like regions.  Previous analytic studies [2] found that decreasing temperature 

increases df.  The increased short-range attraction in our experiments is analogous to decreasing an 

effective temperature, and the attraction in our colloidal glasses is observed to slow particle dynamics 

(Fig. 1c) and increase df (Fig. 4).  Such behavior is similar to the effect of temperature in molecular 

glasses; in this sense, our observations are consistent with previous theoretical studies [2]. 

 To conclude, we have presented novel real-space experiments demonstrating that glassy dynamics, 

such as cooperative rearrangement regions (CRRs) and dynamical heterogeneity in colloidal glasses, is 

directly related to microscopic interparticle potential.  Short-range attraction leads to the formation of 

long-lived bonds between colloidal particles, and because these bonds are difficult to break, particle 

dynamics are slow, and rearrangements occur less often.  The experiments therefore suggest that when a 

rearrangement does occur, attractive bonds pull neighboring particles, causing them to participate in the 

rearrangement.  As a result, more particles are involved in CRRs in attractive glasses, and 

rearrangements happen over a more diverse range of length and timescales in attractive glasses than in 

repulsive ones.  Topologically, CRRs in attractive glasses form compact clusters, while CRRs in 

repulsive glasses form string-like clusters.  Thus, tuning the interparticle potential offers a new way to 

control macroscopic properties of glasses and, possibly, their mechanical responses [20].  For example, 

the yielding of repulsive glass and attractive glass are different.  For the former it is due to the breaking 

of local topological cages, for the latter the breaking of nearest-neighbor bonds produces yielding [21]. 

Such previous observations are consistent with the microscopic picture of dynamics found in the present 

study.  Other rheological properties of glasses, observed in recent studies on shear thickening [22], can 
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also be explored using the attractive systems presented here.  Finally, while the precise relationship of 

2D glasses to 3D glasses is an open question, prior results from simulations and experiments suggest 

that dimensionality has little qualitative effect on dynamic heterogeneities and particle rearrangements 

[23].  The results presented here are therefore expected to be relevant for 3D and call for similar studies 

in 3D. 
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FIG. 1.  (a) Schematic phase diagram of water and lutidine (WL) mixtures. Two samples (monodisperse 

polystyrene spheres, D = 1.4 μm), are shown at 300.15K and 306.45 K, corresponding to the 

repulsively- and attractively-interacting (shaded area) regimes, respectively. At 306.45 K attraction is 

‘turned on’ and particles aggregate, as evident in the bright-field microscope images (scale bars are 10 

�m). (b) Experimentally measured interparticle potential, U(r), for samples at 300.15K and 306.45 K, 

respectively. Error bars represent standard deviation. (c) Mean squared displacement of the particles, 

Δr2, is plotted against lag-time, �t, derived from colloidal liquid sample (stars, φ = 0.18), repulsive glass 

sample (triangles, φ = 0.84), and attractive glass sample (filled circles, φ = 0.84). (d) The persistent bond 

parameter, B(�t), plotted against lag-time �t; symbols in (d) have the same meanings as in (c).  
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FIG. 2. Dynamical susceptibility, �4 for the repulsive (triangles) glass and the attractive glass (circles), 

with probing length scale, a, chosen to maximize the value of �4, here a1 = 0.169 �m and a2 = 0.108 

�m for repulsive glass and attractive glass, respectively. Insets: Dependence of �4 on all probing length 

scales, a, and time scales, �t, for (a) repulsive glass and (b) attractive glass. 
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FIG. 3.  Snapshots of cooperatively rearranging particles for repulsive glass (a) and attractive glasses 

(b). The red spheres are drawn to scale and represent the 10% fastest particles. The rest of particles are 

shown as black dots, reduced in size for clarity. Arrows indicate the direction of motion.  (see 

Supplementary Information, Fig. S2, for more examples of such rearrangement events.)  The time 

interval between images used to generate the snapshots of CRRs was set to the value that maximized �4 

(see main text for details), here t1 = 820.1 s and t2 = 1451.7 s for repulsive glass and attractive glass, 

respectively. 
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FIG. 4.  Size and shape of CRR clusters in attractive and repulsive glasses. (a) Distribution of the 

number of nearest neighbors in CRR clusters, PNN, versus the number of nearest neighbors, NN, for 

repulsive glass (triangles) and attractive glass (circles). Particles in CRRs of repulsive glasses and 

attractive glass have an average of 2.5 ± 1.0 (mean, standard deviation) nearest neighbors and 4.4 ± 1.2 

nearest neighbors, respectively. The lines are guides for the eye. (b) Number of particles in a cluster, Np, 

as a function of cluster radius of gyration, Rg.  Triangles and circles denote repulsive glass and attractive 

glass, respectively. Lines are power-law fits that enable us to extract the fractal dimension associated 

with the CRRs.  Inset: Same data on a log-log plot.  For clarity, data for attractive glass in the inset are 

multiplied by ten in vertical axis. 

 

 


